We present the 'running' contact couplings of pionless EFT in uncoupled channels, namely, 1 S0 and P channels, truncated at the order O(Q 4 ) through exploiting the tight constraints imposed by the closed-form T -matrices. Some unexpected relations are found and exploited in the pursuit of nonperturbative 'running' solutions of contact couplings. The utility of such 'running' behaviors inherent in the closed-form T -matrices of pionless EFT is remarked and a number of important issues related to EFT constructed with various truncations are interpreted or discussed from the underlying theory perspective.
I. INTRODUCTION
In literature, there have been various forms of renormalization group equations (RGE) that describe running behaviors in the framework of field theories. In a sense, the known RGE's could be cast into the following two categories: (a) RGE's derived from the standard algorithm of perturbative renormalization [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] ; (b) Wilsonian RGE [7] and ERGE [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] that work essentially in nonperturbative regime. In this report, we wish to explore another avenue of RGE: nonperturbative running of in the presence of tight constraints. The objects under consideration are closed-form T matrices obtained from Lippmann-Schwinger equations (LSE) or Schrödinger equations. Earlier studies of conventional RGE within LSE could be found in Refs. [14, 15] .
Our studies originate from the effective field theory (EFT) approach for nuclear force, for reviews, see [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . For energies much below pion mass, one could simply work with the simpler pionless EFT or contact potentials so that closed-form solutions to Lippmann-Schwinger equations are feasible [21] [22] [23] . However, these closed-form T matrices imposes tight constraints that precludes the conventional renormalization program (established in perturbation theory) from working, hence are usually discarded or circumvented.
Nevertheless, an elaborate analysis of the closed-form T -matrices showed that the tight constraints could actually be exploited to arrive at a novel nonperturbative scenario for EFT renormalization [23] . In such scenarios, not all parameters from EFT loops could be absorbed into the EFT couplings, some of them must be treated as physical and hence RG invariant parameters to be fixed independently [23] . The conceptual foundation of such treatment lies in the underlying theory (UT) perspective: EFT is only a simple description of certain phenomena, it is conceivable that some parts of the regular properties of UT are not adequately described by EFT couplings but show up through EFT (loop) integrals, especially in nonperturbative contexts with various truncations. Hence the real issue in EFT is to 'fix' the EFT loop integrations in ways as compatible with UT principles as possible.
In a sense, the tight constraints imposed by the closed-form T matrices may render part of the parameters from EFT loop integrals encrypted with some physical contents and the running behaviors of EFT couplings quite different from that in perturbative regimes. Thus, examining the nonperturbative running couplings and their properties may yield us conceptual gains. In spite that the discussion is given in the much simpler pionless EFT, the concepts and scenarios could in principle be extended to other EFTs. As the UT perspective allows us to elaborate a general parametrization of EFT loop integrals, our discussion should be useful for all the physical studies that are beset with UV divergences in nonperturbative contexts, where conventional programs are not actually feasible. In other words, we wish to employ a simple and yet nontrivial setting to directly explore for novel contents of renormalization in nonperturbative contexts and their utilities, providing an alternative choice in addition to those adopted in most literature.
This report is organized as below: In Sec. II, we present the results of the closed-form on-shell T matrices in 1 S 0 channel and the uncoupled P channels at truncation order O(Q 4 ) and some unexpected relations among the factors for parameterizing the closed-form T matrices; Sec. III is devoted to the plausible reasonings for the issue of EFT renormalization and RG invariance in nonperturbative contexts, which in turn leads us to the version of RGE in the presence of tight constraints imposed by closed-form T matrices; In Sec. IV, we utilize the tight constraints to obtain nonperturbative running couplings in 1 S 0 channel and the uncoupled P channels, and explore for their properties and implications; The summary is given in Sec. V.
II. CLOSED-FORM T MATRICES IN PIONLESS EFT FOR N N SCATTERING
A. Parametrization of the on-shell T In pionless EFT, the N N interaction becomes contact one. The contact potential truncated at order O(Q 4 ) in 1 S 0 channel reads:
from which it is easy to read off the potential truncated at orders O(Q 0 ) and O(Q 2 ). The closed-form T matrices for such contact potentials could be found by solving the LSE via the trick employed in Ref. [24] and elaborated in Ref. [21] where the convolution integral is parameterized in a general manner. Then, the on-shell T matrix for
The 
Putting all except C 0 to zero will lead us to O(Q 0 ): 1/T (p) = I 0 + 1/C 0 . For the uncoupled p-wave channels, we have at order O(Q 4 ):
O(Q 4 ) :
All these relations could be readily verified. At a generic order ∆, these relations for 1 S 0 channel should read:
Here, a n = b n = 1 for diagonal entries and a n = b n = 2 for off-diagonal entries. Similarly, for P -channels, we have
Again, a n = b n = 1 for diagonal entries and a n = b n = 2 for off-diagonal entries. Such constraints or identities are found by accident. We have verified that they are also valid at order O(Q 6 ) in 1 S 0 channel. Below, we will see that these relations are crucial for finding the solutions of nonperturbative running couplings. At present we could provide neither a rigorous proof nor a sound interpretation of these relations. Further explorations are valuable. There might be some intriguing contents in these relations that could be illuminating in broader sense.
In pionless EFT, the contact couplings are dominated by pion-exchange loop diagrams in the range l ∈ (m π , M N ), such intimate relations between [C ··· ] and [J ··· ] imply that they should come from different 'sides' of the same regularities of a underlying theory, say, covariant chiral perturbation theory, or QCD. It is also obvious that the 'contents' of these relations depend upon specific prescriptions of [J ··· ]. They would reduce to very uninteresting ones in dimensional schemes like in PDS [25, 26] . In this sense, regularization scheme really matters in nonperturbative regime, it may reveal or hide some intricacies of the underlying theory, in contrast to the conventional wisdoms.
III. RG INVARIANCE IN NONPERTURBATIVE REGIME
A. Standard RGE as a 'decoupling theorem' from underlying components Let us first digress a little on the general form of RGE from the UT perspective, where the 'corrections' from the 'underlying components' ({σ} that render an EFT well defined in the UV region) to the canonical scaling laws in EFTs could be readily interpreted as 'decoupling theorems': The scalings of the 'underlying components' ( σ d σ σ∂ σ ) could at most contribute that of local EFT (composite) operators [O i ] in the 'decoupling limits' provided that the EFT is local and covariant [27] :
where [p] and [g] being external momenta and couplings (including masses) in a complete n-point function Γ (n) , d ··· being the mass dimension, {c} the constants from the 'decoupling limits' 1 , and δ Oi the anomalous 1 In the conventional algorithm of perturbative renormalization, they arise from the subtraction procedure.
dimension of O i . This somewhat 'primitive' form of RGE puts renormalizable and nonrenormalizable theories on the same footing and could be readily transformed into various other forms from which we could readily recover some well-known low-energy theorems derived in QCD in renormalized form as natural corollaries [27, 28] . In covariant perturbation theory, the 'anomalous' contributions of {c} to the scaling laws come from the logarithmic terms like
.e., m is a mass in EFT) that arise from loops. However, when various truncations are employed, the standard RGE may no longer be ensured. Furthermore, sticking to the standard RGE and the associated wisdom would lead us nowhere in front of the tight constraints that arise from the combination of truncations and nonperturbative contexts. For example, for the on-shell closed-form T matrices given in Sec. II.A., the scaling law simply read
where [22] . Such closed-form solutions would be usually deemed a failure and discarded or circumvented at all. Here, we view the difficult situation as a motivation to reexamine the whole issue from general principles so as to make sense out of the tight constraints. In our view, the best choice is to resort to the UT perspective view of EFT renormalization in nonperturbative contexts so as to turn the tight constraints into virtues to be exploited, which will be discussed and explicated below in Sec. III.B.
B. Nonperturbative scenario of EFT renormalization in UT perspective
Our take on the issue is based on the following observations [21] [22] [23] : First, in the UT perspective UV divergences arise in EFT as the EFT projection operationP EFT does not commutate with loop integrations [21] ,
Then subtraction automatically follows in each loop as a rearrangement of this commutator (CT),
giving rise to the parameters (here, the [J ··· ]) to be 'fixed'. Second, there are intrinsic mismatches between the parameters and the EFT couplings in the closed-form T matrices [22] , the 'matched' ones could be absorbed into the EFT couplings [C ··· ] and make the latter 'run', while the 'unmatched' ones are separately constrained to be RG invariant or physical, giving rise to the following scenario for EFT renormalization:
with µ a running scale.
Consequently, [C ··· (µ)] and [J ··· (µ)] must conspire in the remaining RG invariants and join with [J
··· ] to parameterize the closed-form T matrices [23] . Therefore, we need to find these RG invariants and then solve the running couplings in terms of these RG invariants and running parameters [J ··· (µ)], which are the subjects of the next two subsections. This conception of renormalization in front of tight constraints deviates from the standard wisdom established in perturbative contexts.
C. RG invariance of the shape of on-shell T First, the dependence of an on-shell T matrix on p (the functional shape) is physical since it is related to the phase shift in the following way in channel L:
In the present work, the functional shape of the closed-form on-shell T matrices are completely encoded in the ratios like [
and the parameter J 0 , so these ratios must be physical and hence RG invariant in general sense:
Here, 'δ RG ' denotes the variations in renormalization prescriptions. In case of infinitesimal variations, they are nothing else but the homogeneous RGEs satisfied by these (physical) ratios, a fact long established in renormalization theory.
We would like to note that J 0 becomes RG invariant or physical at a generic truncation order, a fact that has been first established in the context of Wilsonian RGE analysis of N N scattering in Ref. [29] . The ratios that satisfy Eqs. (20) are just physical parameters or RG invariants we seeking for. The EFT couplings must 'run' in ways to exactly cancel the running parameters so that these ratios are kept intact. These are quite natural to see from the UT perspective, but unfortunately overlooked in conventional wisdoms. In the following sections, we will demonstrate how the running couplings be obtained directly from these physical ratios and related definitions. In these instances, the utility of RGE is implemented beyond the standard practices.
D. RG invariance of ERE parameters
Since the effective range expansion (ERE) is actually a Taylor expansion around p = 0, the functional shape of T -matrices are also completely encoded in the ERE factors:
with a and r e being known as the scattering length and effective range in channel L. All the ERE factors are physical observables and hence could serve as the RG invariants for our purpose, as they are rational functions in terms of [N L;i , D L;j ] and J 0 . Actually, one could retrieve the RG invariant ratios defined in Sec. III.C. from the ERE factors through appropriate combinations, at any given order of truncation. To illustrate, we take the 1 S 0 channel at order O(Q 2 ) as a simple but nontrivial example, where
It is obvious that the following ratios are also RG invariant:
just equivalent to the Eqs. (20) at O(Q 2 ). Such kind of solutions are always feasible right due to truncation, which is exploited here rather than circumvented.
We should note in passing that, in the PDS prescription, J ··· = 0, J 0 = 0, most of the ERE parameters of the 1 S 0 -channels turn out to be rational functions of the contact couplings like
One might think that this will lead us back to the KSW running [25, 26] in this channel. However, with the combinations given above, we could always arrive at an alternative solution that is truly 'nonperturbative' in essence, see Sec. IV.C. This alternative has so far been overlooked in most literature. The well-known KSW running could be recovered for C 0 in 1 S 0 channel, but only at the lowest order of truncation.
IV. NONPERTURBATIVE 'RUNNING' IN
Let us warm up with these two orders [21] . At order O(Q 0 ), one could see from either Eq.(8) or the T matrix itself
that there is only one constraint from scattering length:
That is, only at this order and in 1 S 0 channel, J 0 (µ) is a running parameter, then C 0 (µ) runs as below
which is exactly the KSW running for C 0 . This is because there is only one parameter J 0 from loop integral and hence could be readily matched by the coupling C 0 in 1 S 0 channel within the lowest order. However, it is no longer true in higher channels and/or at higher truncation orders, provided the closed-form T matrices are concerned. Thus, the nonperturbative running couplings begin to show up from truncation order two.
To proceed at order O(Q 2 ), we introduce the RG invariant ratios
Then Eqs.(9) and the T matrix become the following
where it is obvious that J 0 is RG invariant while J 3 and J 5 are running parameters and thus denoted as J 3 (µ) and J 5 (µ) henceforth within this order [21] . Combined with the expression of N S;0 listed in Sec. II, we have
from which the running C 2 (µ) is easy to obtain:
From the 'boundary condition' for C 2 : C 2 | J3,5=0 = 1 2 α 1 , we have
Finally, we could find the following running coupling C 0 (µ) from Eq. (29):
withj 2n+1 dimensionless, it is easy to see that the IR and UV fixed points of such nonperturbative running couplings are [21] :
If "j 3 α 1 " is negative, then the factor θ S (µ) in C 2 and C 0 would develop a singularity at a finite value of µ, implying that the EFT description breaks down at that scale. This phenomenon is quite generic at higher truncation orders, see Sec. IV.B. It is actually consistent with the fact that pionless EFT breaks down beyond the scale of pion mass by definition. This could also happen in coupled channels [23] . So, the UV fixed points obtained here are not trustworthy, they are even problematic, i.e., divergent at higher orders, see Sec. IV.B. below.
B.
1 S0 channel at order O(Q 4 )
Now we consider the order O(Q 4 ) where things become more complicated. In similar fashion, we introduce the following notations for RG invariant ratios
with which Eqs.(10) and the T matrix become
Now it is clear that at this order, J 0 , J 3 and J 5 are all RG invariants with:
while J 7 , J 9 are running parameters and will be denoted as J 7 (µ), J 9 (µ) henceforth in this subsection. To find the running couplings, let us start with C 4 (µ) which is the easiest job by using the expression of D S;3 (Appendix A) and D S;3 = α 3 N S;0 , the result reads
Similarly, the factor θ S (µ) in C 4 (µ) develop a singularity provided j 7 α 3 < 0 (it is reasonable to suppose that 1 + α 1 J 3 + α 2 J 5 is positive) so that θ S = 0 around some finite value of µ, which signals the breakdown of EFT description beyond that scale. For later convenience, we introduce the following notation for C 4 (µ):
For the rest couplings, it is convenient to proceed in the order ofC 4 , then C 2 and finally C 0 . After the elimination of C 0 and C 2 in the factors [N ··· ] and [D ··· ], we find that
with γ, η and ζ being functions of [α ··· , β ··· ] given in D. In the limits [J ··· ⇒ 0], we find thatC 4± ⇒ α 2 ±2C 4 , then only the negative sign is compatible with the following 'boundary conditions': α 0 ⇒ C 0 , α 1 ⇒ 2C 2 , α 2 ⇒ 2C 4 +C 4 , α 3 ⇒ 0. So, in the following solutions of C 2 and C 0 , we will usẽ
with Φ 4 also given in D. To us surprise,C 4 is RG invariant, an intricate point impossible to see without exploiting the tight constraints. With C 4 (µ) andC 4 given above, C 2 is then obtained as
Finally, with C 4 (µ),C 4 and C 2 (µ) given above, C 0 could be simply solved using Eq.(39)
Again, the presence of the same factor θ S (µ) in C 2 (µ), C 0 (µ) means that these running couplings suffer from the same probable singularity as C 4 (µ) does. Thus it is not an 'accident' for C 4 (µ) but true for all the contact couplings, which is actually compatible with the anticipation that pionless EFT fails by definition beyond the scale of pion mass.
As a consistent check, we also verified that the running couplings truncated at the order O(Q 4 ) reproduce the O(Q 2 ) ones by taking α 3 → 0 and α 2 → 0, see C. From the above running couplings, it is straightforward to read off the IR and UV fixed points qualitatively:
It is clear that the UV fixed points at this order are problematic and not trustworthy as noted above, in other words, it doe not make sense to let µ go to infinity. Obviously, the remarks made at order O(Q 2 ) also apply here.
Some remarks are in order: A). It does not make sense to UV extrapolate when there is at least one probable singularity (the position will be denoted as µ sing ) in the running couplings beyond the order O(Q 0 ) via the 'universal' factor 1/θ S (µ). The running couplings turn into complex ones as µ goes beyond µ sing , where the EFT should be inconsistent. Also the problematic UV fixed points of C 0 and C 2 warn us against UV extrapolation. That means, the EFT only makes sense in a very narrow window µ ∈ [0, µ sing ). This is in perfect accordance with the fact that EFT is applicable in a limited range. B). Note that the running behaviors presented above follow from the assumption that J 2n+1 ∼ M 4π µ 2n+1 . In other assumptions the running behaviors would evidently differ. Thus, the running behaviors in nonperturbative contexts depend nontrivially on specific prescription in use, in contrast to perturbative cases. This is in contrast to the ones based on PDS prescription [25, 26] , which overkills the nontrivial parameters [J 2n+1 , n > 0] that turn out to be the true sources of running in the closed-form T matrices. C). It is clear that the tight constraints at higher orders stop the running of 'lower' parameters in [J ··· ] and turn them in physical or RG invariant parameters to be determined separately, while the 'highest' ones of [J ··· ] run. This is definitely a novel feature of pionless EFT (perhaps true for all EFT with similar truncations) in nonperturbative regimes. For example, at order O(Q 2 ), the physical or RG invariant parameter is the 'lowest' one, J 0 , while J 3 and J 5 would become RG invariant beyond this order.
C. Contrast with the KSW scheme
Here we compare our nonperturbative 'running' with that obtained in Ref. [25, 26] . The latter is obtained through Taylor expansion of Re{1/T } in term of p 2 in PDS. Take 1 S 0 channel for example, 1/C 0 conspires with J 0 to produce the scattering length a. As J 0 is unconstrained in such scheme, we are led to the well-known KSW running of C 0 depicted in Eq. (26) . The rest of the contact couplings [C 2 , · · ·] also 'run' according to the understanding of the expansion in Ref. [25, 26] .
Here, we could only recover the KSW running for C 0 at the lowest truncation order. Once going over to higher truncations orders, the KSW running is lost as long as the closed-form is kept intact, no matter what prescription one uses. For example, working with closed-form T -matrices in PDS, the only superficially prescription-dependent parameter J 0 'stands' alone in the inverted T -matrices and could not mix with the couplings if the closed-form is kept intact, i.e., not further manipulated:
That means it must be determined otherwise in principle and there is no running at all in such circumstances. Of course, different values of J 0 and the couplings would describe different 'physics' [23, 30] . In short, our approach has led us to an alternative and yet natural solution or scenario to EFTs with truncations in addition to the KSW scheme and the like, which could at least serve as a supplementary choice.
Here, we present the results for the uncoupled P channels at order O(Q 2 ). Introducing the notation
the Eqs. (12) and T matrix become
Now it is clear that J 0 is RG invariant, but J 3 is not constrained and hence 'runs', then it is obvious that
The functional form looks similar to the case of
It is easy to read off the IR and UV fixed points
At this order, there might be a pole in C P ;2 at finite µ provided α P ;0 J 3 < 0.
E. Uncoupled P channels at order O(Q 4 )
Again, we first introduce the notations
then we have from Eqs.(14)
From these equations we see that, J 0 and J 3 are RG invariant, while J 5 and J 7 'run'. Then we could find the following running couplings in nonperturbative regime after imposing similar boundary conditions
The IR and UV fixed points can be found from the foregoing expressions
Note again the interesting similarity in the functional forms of the nonperturbative running couplings between the 1 S 0 channel and P channels at proportionate truncation orders: C 0 ⇔ C P ;2 , C 2 ⇔ C P :4 . We may speculate that this similarity may persist at higher truncation orders. So the remarks made above in Sec. IV.B. also apply for the uncoupled P channels.
F. Power counting, truncation and related issues
At this point, one may ask how power counting are manifested in our approach. The answer lies in the RG invariant ratios [N ··· /N ···;0 , D ··· /N ···;0 ] or [β ··· , α ··· ] that parameterize the closed-form T matrices. That means, for a power counting to be meaningful for an EFT, it must manifest itself in the renormalized objects. As a very naive guess, we may have
With such a power counting and noting that the RG invariant J 0 could be counted as J 0 ∼ |α
Λ π , one could arrive at a large scattering length provided J 0 and α S;0 are of the opposite sign, namely,
This is natural to achieve in contrast to the KSW scheme that suffers from extra large ERE form factors and other problems, see Refs. [31, 32] and references therein. It is clear from our presentation that at each order of truncation, the parameters [J 2k+1 , k > 0] with lower mass dimensions become 'unmatched' with EFT couplings and hence RG invariants, the ones with highest mass dimensions 'run'. Thus in the limit that ∆ → ∞, all [J ··· ] would become RG invariants, and the running couplings tend to be RG invariants, too. This is not a surprise, however, from the UT perspective. As ∆ → ∞, the truncation tends to be removed completely, so a complete description would be recovered. This is a general claim from the EFT/UT duality perspective that should be applicable to all consistent field theories.
So far, our discussions are limited to the simpler pionless EFT. The realistic situations with pion exchanges would make the running behaviors more complicated. For example, rather than simple fixed points, there might be limit cycles [33] [34] [35] . In our presentation, the complicated running behaviors might seem to stem from truncations in nonperturbative contexts. In this connection, we note that the extra divergences or parameters that arise in EFT as truncations do not commute with loop integrations, must correspond to some well-defined quantities if one could calculate with UT. Therefore, the tight constraints and the running behaviors thus derived must have reflected at least part of the 'truths' provided the EFT is a rational one.
It is worthwhile to note that the notion of RGE for the closed-form T matrices is quite distinct to the Wilsonian RGE (or ERGE) that has been applied to pionless EFT in Refs. [29, 37] . Here, the superficially prescription dependence has been generically parameterized to account for all possible variants. While in Wilsonian RGE and ERGE the running is provided by only one sliding scale, leaving no room to account for more sophisticated situations and hence might lead to flawed judgement about EFT power counting [38] . Actually, a general parametrization would allow us to accommodate the Stükelberg-Peterman form RGE [1] . In the closed-form T matrices, the (probable) singularities in the nonperturbative running couplings and the problematic UV fixed points mean that the running scale must in principle be limited to a 'low' window. While the Wilsonian RGE or ERGE does not put any limits on the running scale, thus, it is somehow inconsistent to apply Wilsonian RGE or ERGE to the EFT's that must actually work below a definitely finite scale.
V. SUMMARY
In this report, we have reexamined the running behaviors of the contact couplings of pionless EFT in nonperturbative contexts for 1 S 0 and uncoupled P channels. Starting with the closed-form T matrices in a general parametrization of divergent integrals, some unexpected but interesting relations among the factors and parameters for the T matrices were presented. Working in the UT perspective, we arrived at a novel notion of renormalization group equations by exploiting the tight constraints imposed by the closed-form T matrices and obtained the running couplings that exhibit probable singularities. Then we demonstrated that the novel RGEs and their solutions could be quite informative about the physics delineated by an EFT and its UT provided the tight constraints imposed by the closed-form T -matrices are adequately exploited. Brief comparisons with other literature were also presented.
For most nonperturbative problems, a relativistic or covariant framework are very difficult to come by, one is often forced to work with certain non-relativistic expansion and other truncations and then encounters tight constraints of various forms. Our discussions here amounts to pointing out an alternative but plausible way to make sense of these constraints rather than simply discarding or circumventing the problems.
